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PANJIM: Goynche Niz Mogi yesterday demanded the
immediate resignation of GovernOl:S C Jamir stating
that he is equally ,responsible for the controversial.
'Regional , Plan 2011,ongoing hill cuttings and CRZ ~
violations in the state.'
'
Referring to Governor's address which
stated that Goans had created a distinct
image for therp.selv~s, Goynche Niz
~
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~otworththop'p" it .. p!ann'don.nd wamodthat ~
th"Ywill ""p ill 40MLM tf th,y r,iJsto""p RP2011. f
with retrospective effect. "
'
r.
He.said that Goynche Niz Mogi will definitely field 40 ~
candidates and defieat the present MLAs with tpe heIR
of the Goans.
\ i
"Our criteria for selecting,candidates for 4d
constituencies will be honesty, educated and!
having interest of the people and develop'ment of Goa at heart," he said.
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Mogi president' James Fernandes.
,said that If the Governorbeliev~in

On behalf of all ,Goansarid Goans
well wisher, Fernandes conve~ed

the unique image of the Goans, then
how could he concur to the passing

his deep sen:;e of appreciation and
gratitude to Arohblshop Felipe Neri

~. of Regional Plan 2011and the blatant

I violation of CRZand rampant unauthorized construction, cutting of
hills, sale of forestand agricultural
.landto invinciblebuyers.
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who he added, stood couFerrao"
rageously to the cause of Goans
and Goankars,thereby 'saving Goa,
Goans and its unique culture and succeedingin gettingthe RegionalPlan 2011 '

He alleged that 40elected represen"scrapped.
I
, tatives were perpetuating the greatest
He also thanked the representatives
fraud on the Goans,and that the GNM
of the Archbishop for helping in mowould awaken the Goans to the reality,
bilising the masses for the GBA.
that all Goans political parties were
According to him, the objective
like same wine having different
of Goynche Niz Mogi is not Jusf.to
labels.
,
defeat the 40 elected representatives
,Referring to the talks between
but to win the elections with thE;inthe Chief Secretary J P Singh
tention of giving Goans a better way
and Goyche Niz Mogi,Fernandes
Governor 5 CJamir
of life, a better standard, of living, I
warned that the government should
increase the spending capacity of
not play' games with GBA convenor,
average Goans and make Goa one of
Dr OScar R~belloand others. The Regio~ I2~n 2011is the mo~~beautiful place to live in.
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